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Motion:
To change wording in FSM to clarify the process of submitting a VEI
as a motion one year after the VEI has gone through the initial
process of being assigned and then denied approval by the Board or
Committee.
Replace Current:
FSM, Part 4, page 11 under heading:
Guidelines for Presenting Voting Entity Issues to CSC.
Bullet F
F. The Board or Committee shall establish and maintain
communication with the originating Voting Entity (VE) during their
process of deliberation to the extent that is possible and form their
issue into a motion and present it at the next Conference. If in
deliberation the board or committee decides against the VEI, the VE
Delegate has the option to bring it as a motion directly to CoDA
Service Conference providing it’s not a Bylaw or legal issue.
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Replace with:
F. The Board or Committee shall establish and maintain
communication with the originating Voting Entity (VE) during their
process of deliberation to the extent that is possible and form their
issue into a motion and present it at the next Conference. If in
deliberation the board or committee decides against the VEI, the VE
Delegate has the option to bring it as a motion directly to CoDA
Service Conference providing it’s not a Bylaw or legal issue.
When the Board or assigned Committee decides against the
Voting Entity Issue (VEI), the Voting Entity (VE) has the option to
bring the motion the following year to CSC, providing it’s not a
Bylaw, Tradition or legal issue. If the Voting Entity decides to
bring the VEI to CSC, the VE will meet all criteria that involve
presenting a motion at the next CSC. See Procedures for
Submitting CSC Items in Part 4 page 10.

Intent:
To clarify that any submitted VEI that if the Board or assigned
Committee decides against the assigned VEI, the VE can resubmit
their VEI as a motion to the following CSC for Fellowship
consideration and vote.

___________________________________________
Remarks:

This motion requires changes to:

(please check any that apply)

By Laws
FSM P1
FSM P3
X FSM P4
Committee Function

FSM P2
FSM P5
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